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Abstract

We have investigated the induced polarization of paramagnetic Sb overlayers on the Heusler alloy NiMnSb. From
Ž . Ž .combined X-ray absorption spectroscopy XAS and spin-polarized inverse photoemission spectroscopy SPIPES , we can

assign some of the unoccupied states of the Heusler alloy NiMnSb. With increasing thickness of the Sb overlayer, there is a
decline in the density of states near the Fermi energy, as expected for a semimetal overlayer on a metallic substrate. While
the Sb is polarized by the ferromagnetic NiMnSb substrate, consistent with the expectations of mean field theory, the
polarization at the center of the surfaceroverlayer Brillouin zone cannot be easily related to the induced magnetization.
q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 71.20.Lp; 73.20.At; 75.25.qz
Keywords: NiMnSb Heusler alloys; Inverse photoemission; Angle resolved XPS; Surfaces

It is generally expected from Landau–Ginzburg
w xmean field theory 1–3 , that a ferromagnetic sub-

strate will induce a magnetic moment in a paramag-
netic metallic overlayer leading to a net polarization
of that overlayer. This induced magnetization, to a
very good approximation should vary as

M z sM 0 exp yk z 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
( )where z is the overlayer thickness, and M z is a

magnetization of surface or surface region, and k is

) Corresponding author. Tel.: q1 402 472 2770; fax: q1 402
472 2879.

Ž .E-mail address: pdowben@unl.edu P.A. Dowben .

a reciprocal of the paramagnetic correlation length of
the overlayer. Thus, the surface magnetization
decays exponentially as overlayer thickness in-
creases.

While polarization at the Brillouin zone center
Ž .k s0 does corresponds to long range magnetic< <

order, it is not clear that polarization is, in fact,
easily related to the magnetic moment for any given
system. A extreme test of this issue is to study a
paramagnetic overlayer with a low density of state at

Žthe Fermi energy a semimetal or semiconductor like
w x.antimony 4,5 on a substrate with a very high level

Žof polarization at the Fermi level ideally a material
such as a half metallic system: metallic in spin-

0375-9601r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž .PII: S0375-9601 00 00490-4
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.majority and insulating in spin-minority . The appli-
cability of Landau–Ginzburg models require that the
induced magnetization in the overlayer be small and
that there is only weak enhancement of the magneti-

Ž .zation at the overlayer free surface. Antimony Sb
fulfills these conditions.

While it has been suggested that NiMnSb is a half
w xmetallic system 6–8 , it is not clear that this is the

w xcase at finite temperatures 9–15 . Nonetheless, it is
clear that with the appropriate surface preparation,

Ž .the polarization of NiMnSb 100 , at the Brillouin
Ž .zone center k s0 , is very high and close to 100%< <

w xat finite temperature 9 . Furthermore, the Sb, in the
NiMnSb has little, if any, moment judging from the

Ž . w xMCD signal Fig. 3c , neutron diffraction 16 and
w xtheory 8 , so that an induced moment from an Sb

overlayer can easily be identified. Amongst the other
potential half-metallic systems, the manganese per-

w xovskites have complex surface structures 17–21
w xand CrO surface is poorly characterized 22 , so are2

less suitable, at present, for such studies.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Epitaxial 110 MgOr 100 Mor 100 NiMnSb

thin films were grown by facing targets sputtering.
Details of the growth conditions and film structure

˚w xcan be found elsewhere 23 . A 1000 A Sb capping
layer was added to prevent oxidation of the NiMnSb
crystalline films and provide the basis for the param-
agnetic film overlayer. Starting from a fully capped
layer is important because the surface of

Ž . w xNiMnSb 100 is very fragile 9 and preparation of
the stoichiometric surface followed by deposition of
the paramagnetic overlayer is more likely to lead to a
complicated interface.

After the sample surfaces were cleaned in ultra
q Žhigh vacuum by repeated Ar sputtering pressure of

y6 .1=10 Torr and annealing to 450 K the surface
was found to be free of both oxygen and carbon.

q ŽWith Ar sputtering to remove surface contamina-
. Žtion followed by a flash anneal to 700 K to remove

.the excess Sb , the stoichiometric surface can be
w xprepared 9 and the LEED pattern is consistent with
˚ ˚Ž .the 5.9 A here 6.0"0.1 A lattice constant of

NiMnSb.
The Sb capping layers grows epitaxially on

² :NiMnSb with a 100 orientation, a cubic Pm3m
˚structure and a 3.1 A lattice constant. The crys-

tallinity and orientation of the NiMnSb were estab-
w xlished ex-situ by X-ray diffraction 23 and, once the

capping layers were removed, again by low energy
Ž . w xelectron diffraction LEED 9 .

The spin-polarized inverse photoemission experi-
ments were undertaken with a transversely polarized
spin electron gun based upon the Ciccacci design
w x w x24 as described elsewhere 25,26 . The spin elec-
tron gun was designed in a compact form on a
separate chamber equipped with an iodine based
Geiger–Muller isochromat photon detector with an¨
SrF window. As is typical of such instruments, the2

electron gun has 28% spin-polarization, and the data
has been corrected for this incident gun polarization.
The direction of electron polarization is in the plane
of the sample for all incidence angles, as is the
applied field, and spectra were obtained at rema-
nence. The energy resolution was in the vicinity of
400 meV and the wave-vector uncertainty is "0.025
˚ y1A for these measurements. The field was applied

² : Ž .along the in-plane 100 of NiMnSb 100 with mag-
nitudes in excess of 400 Oe, far larger than the
samples’ saturation and coercive fields of about 40

Žand 32 Oe respectively characterized by magneto-
w x.optic Kerr effect, ex situ 9 . The Fermi level was

established from tantalum foils in electrical contact
with the sample. The conduction band features are
reported with respect to this Fermi level and emis-

Žsion angle or incidence angle in the case of the
.inverse photoemission is with respect to the surface

normal. Typically, several experiments are summed,
to improve the signal to noise ratio in the spin-
polarized inverse photoemission spectra.

Angle resolved X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
Ž .ARXPS of the Sb, Mn and Ni core levels was

Ž .undertaken with the Mg–K line 1253.6 eV on aa

number of different samples. Energy distribution
Ž . Žcurves of the elemental Ni 2p , Mn 2p and3r2 3r2

. Ž .2p , and Sb 3d and 3d core levels were1r2 5r2 3r2

acquired with a large hemispherical electron energy
analyzer and the intensities were measured, as were
the binding energies, as a function of emission angle,
with respect to the surface normal. Intensities are
normalized by the cross-section, as calculated by

ŽScofield for an excitation energy of 1253.6 eV Mg–
. w xK 27 and by the transmission function of thea

w xelectron analyzer 28 , as noted in more extensive
w xdetail elsewhere 9,29 .

Ž .The X-ray adsorption XAS and magnetic circu-
Ž .lar dichroism MCD spectra were recorded by moni-
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toring the sample current, which corresponds to mea-
suring the total electron yield, under a 400 Oe pulsed

Ž .magnetic field applied along the in-plane 100 axis.
The spectra for two opposite helicities were recorded
by alternating the magnetization at every photon
energy. In total electron yield mode, the XAS spectra

˚probes approximately 20 to 200 A in depth, which is
an intermediate length scale between the bulk and
the surface boundary. The samples used in the XAS

˚ Ž .measurements were capped with 25 A of Al not Sb
so as to only probe the NiMnSb substrate, without
contributions from the overlayer cap. The conduction

Ž .band edge the approximate Fermi energy , for the
XAS spectra is assigned on the basis of the experi-

mentally measured core level binding energies for
Ž .NiMnSb 100 : 528.2 eV for the Sb 3d , 640.2 eV5r2

for the Mn 2p and 853.3 eV for the Ni 2p .3r2 3r2

As increasing amounts of the Sb overlayer are
Žremoved, the Mn and Ni XPS signals increase Fig.

. Ž1 . The maximum intensities for the Mn 2p q3r2
. Ž .2p and Ni 2p core levels are obtained for a1r2 3r2

clean surface, when attenuation by the Sb overlayer
is minimized.

We have found that a flash anneal to 700 K
w xremoves the excess Sb 9,22 . The resulting surface
Žis relatively unreactive a low sticking coefficient for

.contaminants and exhibits a sharp LEED pattern,
˚with a 6.0"0.1 A surface lattice constant. Fig. 1

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽFig. 1. Angle resolved X-ray photoemision intensity ratios of the normalized a Mn 2p q2p r Ni 2p and b Mn 2p q3r2 1r2 3r2 3r2
. Ž . Ž .2p r Sb 3d for the clean stoichiometric surface of NiMnSb 100 . The continuous lines represent model fits that assumes a Mn–Sb1r2 5r2

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .composition for the top surface layer of the alloy. The Sb thickness dependence of the c Mn 2p q2p and d Ni 2p core levels3r2 1r2 3r2
Ž .intensities, as also shown, for normal emission geometry. The highest intensity in both cases continuous line is obtained from the clean

Ž . Ž .stoichiometric NiMnSb 100 surface. The Mn and Ni peak intensities decrease as the thickness of the Sb capping layer increases .
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presents the peak ratios from angle resolved photoe-
Ž .mission spectroscopy ARXPS for the normalized

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .intensities of the a I Mn rI Ni and b I Mn r
Ž .I Sb following removal of all the excess Sb. The

data are compared to the calculated intensity ratios
Ž .for the stoichiometric ordered NiMnSb 100 clean

w xsurface, with MnSb termination 9,22 .
The unoccupied electronic structure of this clean

Ž .NiMnSb 100 surface was probed with spin-polarized
Ž . Žinverse photoemission spectroscopy SPIPES Fig.

. Ž .2a , and X-ray absorption spectroscopy XAS for
Ž . Ž .Mn 2p Fig. 2b and for Ni 2p Fig. 2c . Both MCD

and XAS spectra are very sensitive to the unoccu-
pied levels, and can be roughly compared to inverse

Fig. 2. The comparison of the SPIPES spectra, MCD and XAS
Ž .spectra for NiMnSb 100 . The spin-polarized inverse photoemis-

Ž . Ž . Ž .sion SPIPES '= and integrated v for the stochiometric
Ž . Ž .NiMnSb 100 clean surface at 300K a results can be compared

Ž . Ž .X-ray absorption results of Mn 2p b and Ni 2p c electrons. The
Ž . Ž .graph d indicates the polarization asymmetry from SPIPES d is

Ž . Ž .compared to the MCD data from across Mn 2p e and Ni 2p d
respectively. The dashed lines indicate the possible corresponding
unoccupied states orbitals in SPIPES with the XAS or MCD
results.

Ž .Fig. 3. Spin-polarized inverse photoemission spectra SPIPES and
polarization asymmetries are shown for increasing Sb overlayer

Ž .thickness B2, B3 to B4 and D2, D3, to D4 respectively where
spectra B1 and polarization asymmetry D1 are for the stochiomet-

Ž .ric NiMnSb 100 surface. As the overlayer thickness increases,
comparison of the SPIPES spectra can be increasingly compared

Ž .to the X-ray absorption spectroscopy XAS , taken at 300K,
Ž .across Sb 3d core A , though contributions from the unoccupied

ŽSb 6s and 5d rectangular representations are because of selection
. Ž .rules weak. The Sb MCD signal C , across the 3d core, indicates

Ž .that the clean NiMnSb 100 substrate has little or no Sb magnetic
Ž .moment. The spectra for different thickness of Sb B2, B3 to B4

Žand corresponding polarization asymmetries D2, D3, to D4 re-
.spectively were acquired at roughly 200 K, while the clean sur-

Ž .face of stoichiometric NiMnSb 100 was undertaken at about 300
K.

photoemission, once the core level binding energy is
taken into account.

In spin-polarized inverse photoemission, spin-
Ž .majority states ' , i.e. parallel to applied magnetic

Ž .field and spin-minority states = , i.e. antiparallel to
the applied magnetic field, are plotted, as well as the

Ž .spin-integrated density of states v . The polariza-
Ž .tion of the NiMnSb 100 surface is determined by

the difference of spin up and down in SPIPES
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Ž .Fig. 2d . Subject the necessary selection rules, core
excitation spectra reflect the joint density of states
between the core level and the unoccupied states.

ŽThese results are with the MCD signal the differ-
ence of XAS signal with left and right circularly

.polarized light , as seen in Fig. 2e,f. Note that in the
XAS spectra, the unoccupied states are shifted to
slightly higher energies above E than in SPIPES, asF

expected from the perturbation of the Coulombic
interaction with the photoexcitation core hole.
Nonetheless, from this comparison, we can make a
rough assignment of the unoccupied states in inverse
photoemission, as has been undertaken with man-

w xganese perovskites 30 . The density of states just
Ž .above E for NiMnSb 100 is largely Mn in originF

Žand Mn has the largest polarization near E nearlyF
.100% above background for k s0 , with only a< <

Ž .small contribution from Ni Fig. 2 and virtually
Ž .none from Sb Fig. 3 . This is consistent with theory

w x w x6–8 and experiment 16 .
Since dipole selections rules can be applied to the

Žexcitation determine the orbital symmetry angular
.momentum of the unoccupied orbitals, or intermedi-

Ž .ate core exciton excited state, and the typical one
electron transition requires that ^ ls"1, and ^ ml

s"1,0. For states above the Fermi level, the band
assignments can be experimentally determined in
polarization dependent XAS studies. The selection

Žrules applicable to both the Ni and Mn XAS and
.MCD spectra from a core p shell to the unoccupied

orbitals, with circularly polarized light, are possible
to states of d 2 , d 2 , d 2 , d , d , and d characterz y x x z y z x y

Žin C the local two fold symmetric point group for2v

the surface, though consideration of the bulk point
.group symmetry should not be excluded for XAS .

Unfortunately, we have currently insufficient light
polarization dependent data for a more refined sym-
metry assignment of the unoccupied states. Inverse
photoemission is restricted to the unoccupied final

Ž .2d ,d and d states as well as s, p , p , and px z y z z z x y
Žbecause the initial state is the free electron a or the1

. Žfully symmetry initial state at normal incidence the
.highest symmetry point in C . For this reason, the2v

major unoccupied states cannot be solely of d 2 , d 2 ,z y

d because of the agreement of the XAS featuresx y

with the inverse data. Hybridization cannot be ex-
Ž .cluded in XAS with states of the other rectangular

representations.

The thickness dependence of surface polarization
of paramagnetic Sb on the top of ferromagnet

Ž .NiMnSb 100 is shown in Fig. 3, based on SPIPES
results. The thick antimony overlayer surface ex-
hibits virtually no net polarization in spin-polarized
inverse photoemission. As the Sb overlayer thickness

Ž .is decreased through sputtering , there is an increase
in the polarization asymmetry, in spin-polarized in-
verse photoemission, particularly near the Fermi en-

Ž .ergy Fig. 2 . This polarization asymmetry is further
enhanced by decreasing the sample temperature from

w x300 K to 200 K, as noted elsewhere 9 .
The polarization asymmetry can be caused by the

ŽNiMnSb substrate if the electron have sufficient
.mean free path or by induced polarization of the

overlayer by the NiMnSb substrate. While inverse
photoemission is extremely surface sensitive, the
NiMnSb signal attenuation is a concern because with

Ž .a lower density of states near the Fermi level in Sb ,
there is a tendency for the electron mean free path to
increase. Calculated models for the mean free path

w xare typically based on the Bethe equation 31 . Thus
at low kinetic energies, the mean free path should
strongly depend upon the inverse of the free electron

Ž y2 .plasmon energy squared AE or, alternatively,p

roughly proportional to the inverse of the number of
w xvalence electrons 32–34 . The density of states just

above E decreases with increasing amounts of SbF
Ž . w xFig. 3b , as expected both from theory 4,5 and

Žcomparison with the Sb 3d XAS spectra Fig.5r2
.3a . As seen in Fig. 3d, the polarization above

Žbackground spectra with increasing Sb overlayer
.thickness depends on the energy relative to E , thusF

cannot be simply an attenuation of the clean
Ž .NiMnSb 100 . Further, the Sb atoms in the NiMnSb

substrate lattice cannot be contributing to this polar-
ization, as the MCD signal from the Sb 3d core is5r2

Ž .negligible Fig. 3c .
In Fig. 4, we have plotted the polarization asym-

Ž .metry at E ` , the average polarization from EF F
Ž .to 0.5 eV above E B and the polarization inte-F

Ž .grated from E to 1.0 eV above E ^ withF F

increasing Sb overlayer thickness. While the average
Ž .polarization from E to 0.5 eV above E B andF F

the polarization integrated from E to 1.0 eV aboveF
Ž .E ^ , both show an exponential decline, as mightF

be expected from a Landau–Ginzburg model, the
measured polarization at E does not. For the thinnestF
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Ž .Fig. 4. The polarization asymmetry at E ` , the average polar-F
Ž .ization from E to 0.5 eV above E B and the averageF F
Ž .polarization from E to 1.0 eV above E ^ have been plottedF F

as a function of the relative Sb overlayer thickness. The figure is
adapted from the data in Fig. 3. Only the average polarization

Ž .from E to 0.5 eV above E B and the average polarizationF F
Ž .from E to 1.0 eV above E ^ show an exponential declineF F

Ž .with increasing Sb overlayer thickness dashed lines . Without an
accurate estimate of the absolute values of the Sb overlayer
thickness, no estimate can be made of the Sb paramagnetic
correlation length from this data.

Sb overlayer studied, the polarization is negative.
This suggests that there is an interface state between

Ž .the Sb capping layer and NiMnSb 100 that is either
Ž .antiferromagnetic if thin enough , or antiferromag-

Ž .netically aligned with the NiMnSb 100 substrate.
Further, it is clear that some Sb unoccupied bands
polarized more readily than others and the unoccu-
pied states in the Sb overlayer are polarized differ-

Ž .ently than the NiMnSb 100 substrate at k s0.< <

The origin of the electronics structure, at the
Ž .Sb–NiMnSb 100 interface, cannot be determined

from our data. Nonetheless, there are two possible
contributions to the interface electronic structure
should be considered: formation of MnSb-like elec-

w xtronic structure 35–38 at the interface and the
possibility of a huge free energy difference at the
interface. The latter contribution to interface states is

suggested by measurements that demonstrate that the
surface free energy is very different from the bulk
w x29 .

While we cannot ascertain anything more than the
Žrelative thickness of our Sb overlayer because of

.our sample preparation procedure , these spin-
polarized inverse photoemission measurements show
huge deviations from the behavior expected for sim-
ple polarization attenuation through a paramagnetic
overlayer or from Landau–Ginzburg mean field
models. Thus, while k s 0 corresponds to long< <

range magnetic order, polarization cannot be simply
related to magnetization. As exchange splitting has
now been shown to be wave vector, and band depen-

w xdent, even for local moment systems 25,39 , this is
not entirely unexpected. What must be asked, in the
future, is whether spin-polarized attenuation experi-
ments through a paramagnetic overlayer, from a
ferromagnetic substrate, can actually be used to de-
termine the spin correlation length or spin dependent
mean free path of the paramagnet, independent of
wave vector or energy.
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